KA-RC-1 SUPPLIED ACCESSORIES
Supplied with the system are the following:
1. Drain Hose
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2. KA-A-S-1: Spray Anti-static, anti-fungal 60 mL
( 2 OZ.) Spray/Surfactant with optician’s lint free
cloth
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3. KA-B-1: Goat-Hair Brush (to apply surfactant)
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4. KA-MF-2: Optician’s lint free micro-fiber cloth
5. KA-B1: Combination 1.5 M carbon fiber/
parastatic felt brush
6. KA-N1: Stylus/needle cleaner
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7. KA-MF-1: Microfiber workstation “Rabbit cloth”
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8. KA-MT-2: 5” f (127 mm) felt to suspend records

9. (*) KA-G-33: spare 33/LP felt guide
Above items are available and sold separately.

AVAILABLE ACCESSORIES SOLD SEPERATELY:
RECORD SLEEVES: KirmussAudio record sleeves are frosted, have
UV filtering, and are perfect either as a replacement sleeve or for storing
newly cleaned and restored records. Non-PVC, they are made with
three layers of 4 mil. (not 3) High-Density Polyethylene (HDPE) where a
layer of Alkaline Paper is sandwiched between 2 layers of HDPE which
adds stability and structure to the sleeve. Paper and rice fillers promote
the growth of fungus. Anti-fungal, dust-free, our sleeves are “gentle
and record friendly”, and are resistant to static build up and protects the
record.
ORDERING INFORMATION:

Model KA-S1-40: set of 40

Model KA-S1-5 :set of 5

RECORD SUSPENSION PLATFORM: Model KA-RS-1. Made out of machined plastic,
replaces the supplied KA-MT-2 felt to support and suspend your records above the workspace rabbit cloth while applying surfactant as well as drying them. Facilitates the wetting
and drying of the record.
SURFACTANT REFILL: Model KA-AS-R1: 300 mL (10 oz refill
bottle of surfactant for the KA-A-S-1.
(*) SPARE FELT GUIDES FOR THE KA-RC-1:
Model KA-G-33 (1 pair for LP slot)
Model KA-G-334578 (1 set for 1 x LP, 1 x 45 and 1 x 78)
Model KA-G-45 (1 pair for 45 slot)
Model KA-G-78 (1pair for 78 slot)

